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Abstract

Effective control of generative media models remains a challenge for specialised
generation tasks, including where no suitable dataset to train a contrastive language
model exists. We describe a new approach that enables users to interactively create
bespoke text-to-media mappings for arbitrary media generation models, using a
small number of examples. This approach—very distinct from contrastive language
pretraining approaches—facilitates new strategies for using language to drive media
creation in creative contexts not well served by existing methods.

1 Motivation and Background

Text-to-media models using contrastive language pretraining approaches, such as CLIP [11] and
CLAP [15], offer useful ways to drive media generation. However, they depend on the large amounts
of relevant text-media data, which is not available for more specialised creative generation tasks—
including less common generation modalities (e.g., choreography, textile weaving) and generation
using specialised or personalised models (e.g., models trained on an artist’s own works, or models
targeting professional-quality generation from a narrow range of sound effects). Controlling such
models instead generally depends on methods for manipulating latent vectors. When latent space is
low-dimensional, this can be sufficient for meaningful control (e.g., [14]). Some current research
considers techniques for improving usability in higher-dimensional spaces; e.g., [3] demonstrates a
method to force dimensions of a latent space to map to musically meaningful attributes.

2 Our Approach

Our complementary approach enables people to dynamically build and adjust text-to-media mappings
for arbitrary generative models. Here, a user can first quickly define a basic relationship between
natural language and a model’s latent space by labeling a few media exemplars (e.g., initially chosen
through random generation or mouse selection on a 3D latent space projection) with short text
descriptions. A simple model (e.g., a 1-hidden-layer multilayer perceptron) is trained on these to map
from language embeddings to generative model latent vectors (Figure 1a). A user can then type a
new text description to jump to a new location in latent space. Crucially, a user can also employ an
interactive machine learning (IML) [6] workflow, adding and deleting training examples to iteratively
improve the mapping or dynamically adjust it to focus on new areas of interest in the latent space.
IML has been shown to be helpful to creators designing bespoke mappings in contexts including
control of sound synthesis [7] and game engine [5] parameters, and [13] recently demonstrated its
use in designing instruments in which gesture controls generative sound models.

Our approach also allows people to use text to generate local variations on a given point in latent space.
This is inspired by StyleCLIP’s approach to global directions that manipulate direction by giving
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Figure 1: System Explanation

a pair of images from CLIP(text) embedding and Style code s ∈ S as proposed by Patashnik et al.
[9]. StyleCLIP distinguishes between the manifolds of image embeddings and text embeddings in
CLIP’s joint embedding space by utilizing manipulation directions (∆s) determined by the relevance
of each style channel to the target attribute. In our approach, we compute the desired direction of
variation by subtracting target embedding and other embeddings as well as those latent vector(Figure
1b). The IML layer learn relative distance between target and other data to make a variation of target
data.Further offer a user interface slider to interactively adjust the magnitude of variation.

We have illustrated this approach using a StyleGAN2-based model for drum sample and drum loop
sound generation [8], as well as Sentence-BERT [12] for text embeddings. In StyleGAN2, performing
image manipulation in W or W+ space can show better disentanglement rather than Z space which
is randomly sampled, so we use the latent vector from W . However, alternatives are possible, e.g.,
using [16]. In our implementation, we use a 1-hidden-layer MLP to map from sentence embedding
s ∈ R384 to a drum sound latent vector w ∈ R512, though this could be adjusted for other contexts.
Our user interface (Appendix A) supports an iterative design of the text-sound model and sound
generation and variation. This interface also includes 8 sliders for manually varying sounds along
latent space dimensions identified by applying PCA to pre-computed w vectors, as well as a list of
words commonly used to describe percussive sounds [1] which we hypothesise (but have not yet
tested) may help new users efficiently identify and inspire useful labels. We emphasise that this
approach is applicable to any model generating media from a latent vector, and Appendix B illustrates
some results on images, generated using a variant of this user interface.

3 Novel Interaction Strategies for Text-Driven Media Generation

The accompanying video https://vimeo.com/867836056/d2d2e5b9d5 illustrates some strate-
gies for using the proposed approach. Being trained on small numbers of examples, this approach
is ill-suited to long, detailed text instructions characteristic of CLIP/CLAP-based models. Rather,
this approach supports distinctive interaction strategies, for instance: (1) A creator can dynamically
choose and change which characteristics are relevant to them, for instance, initially providing labels
related to the rhythmic density of a drum loop, and then, after identifying a region of latent space
with desired density, adding labels to describe and navigate relative “grooviness” of drum patterns
in this region. (2) A creator can use words that have personally specific meanings, or that are only
defined relative to the current local context (e.g., “squishy,”, “weird”, “boring”). (3) Text-driven
navigation offers interesting alternatives to slider-based interpolation between known latent vectors.
For instance, if one drum loop is labeled “straight” and another “groovy,” a prompt like “between
straight and groovy” can interpolate, “extremely groovy” can extrapolate, and prompts using other
words (e.g., “funky and a bit noisy”) can explore the vicinity with more nuance and even explicit or
implicit reference to other labeled examples. (4) The mapping can be refined to better represent one’s
expectations within an area of interest, for instance tweaking the “funky and a bit noisy” generated
sound with on-screen variation sliders until one is happier with the outcome, then adding a new
training example for the mapping pairing this description with the varied sound.

This approach will not always produce satisfactory mappings for all text-sound pairs, given the
high dimensionality of the input and output latent spaces, and the possibility for users to provide
inconsistent labelings. However, the interactive ability to explore and change mappings means that
users can adapt their expectations and strategies through experimentation.
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4 Ethical Implications

Popular text-driven models that use contrastive language pre-training often present ethical problems
regarding sourcing their large training sets without consent or proper IP consideration, as well as
bias in what types of media are included or excluded by nature of relying on very large, available
datasets. In contrast, our research provides creative practitioners with new approaches to controlling
generative media models that may be trained on smaller datasets and/or for more bespoke tasks. In
these cases, it may often be easier to ethically and legally source training data (e.g., from an artist’s
own collection of work). Further, the relationships between text and media are defined by the artist
themselves; while certain biases are still potentially present in any text embedding model [10], this
approach is not likely to result in the same types of systematic biases that have been observed in
text-generated media in large-scale contrastive pre-training models [4]. Our approach thus potentially
presents ethical advantages compared to existing popular methods.
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Appendix A: Prototype User Interface Images
The Concept of IML Interface

(a) Generation From Models

(b) Labeling Data

(d) Create Training Data (c) Variation Exploration

(e) Generate From Prompt

Figure 2: The user interface for applying this method to drum sample and loop generation. In (a), a
user can generate a new sound from the selected model (kick, snare, hihat, or percussion loop) by
randomly choosing a latent space vector. The generated sound will then appear at top right and be
playable. A user can repeat this until they identify a sound of interest, at which point they can use the
text field (b) to assign a text label (one word or a longer description) to the sound. Once a sound is
assigned a label, it appears in the list of training data (d); sounds in this list can be selected, at which
point their waveform appears in top right and they can be played or have their label edited. Sounds in
the training data can also be deleted. Section (c) of the user interface, “Make Variation”, allows the
user to transform any selected sound by applying sliders. As sliders are manipulated, the sound at top
right is replaced with the variation.

Figure 3: When working with any of the single drum-sound sample models (kick, snare, hihat), the
“Add Label” pane (appearing just below the data labelling text box (b) in Figure 2) can be used. This
box provides a list of words commonly used to describe percussive sounds [1]. Clicking on any of
these words adds text to the data labeling box above it, where they can be edited if desired. Our
intention in providing this functionality is to help new users identify words that might make for useful
labels; future research will test its usefulness.
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Appendix B: Illustration of Approach Applied to Image Generation

In the image domain example below, we used the StyleGAN2 FFHQ 1024 model, specifically utilized in [2].

middle age, man elder, manchild

Training

(a) Three training examples are first defined.

man elderchild

Zoom

youth

(b) After these (and only these) examples are defined, generating new images using the prompts
“child”, “man”, “elder” and “youth” results in these images.

elderstarting image

(c) When the image at left is used as the starting image, the prompt "elder" at slider values of 30%,
60%, and 90% results in the three variations at right. Ideally, it should control only the specific
attribute (“elder”). However, when the slider value is increased, this affects other attributes slightly
(e.g., smiling). Future work could explore how to modify the proposed system regulate such tiny
style attributes through a dedicated style channel.

Figure 4
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